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A community-based algorithm for deriving users’ profiles
from egocentrics networks: experiment on Facebook and DBLP

Dieudonné Tchuente • Marie-Francoise Canut •

Nadine Jessel • André Peninou • Florence Sèdes

Abstract Nowadays, social networks are more and more

widely used as a solution for enriching users’ profiles in

systems such as recommender systems or personalized

systems. For an unknown user’s interest, the user’s social

network can be a meaningful data source for deriving that

interest. However, in the literature very few techniques are

designed to meet this solution. Existing techniques usually

focus on people individually selected in the user’s social

network and strongly depend on each author’s objective.

To improve these techniques, we propose using a com-

munity-based algorithm that is applied to a part of the

user’s social network (egocentric network) and that derives

a user social profile that can be reused for any purpose

(e.g., personalization, recommendation). We compute

weighted user’s interests from these communities by con-

sidering their semantics (interests related to communities)

and their structural measures (e.g., centrality measures) in

the egocentric network graph. A first experiment conducted

in Facebook demonstrates the usefulness of this technique

compared to individual-based techniques and the influence

of structural measures (related to communities) on the

quality of derived profiles. A second experiment on DBLP

and the author’s social network Mendeley confirms the

results obtained on Facebook and shows the influence of

the density of egocentrics network on the quality of results.

Keywords User profile � Social network � Egocentric
network � Social profiling � Facebook � DBLP

1 Introduction

The development of users’ profiles is central for mechanisms

such as recommendation or personalization of information that

correspond to the specific needs of the user. In an information

system, a user profile is usually built and enriched in an iter-

ative way from the user’s behavior (e.g., rating purchased

products, annotating resources, publishing scientific papers)

(Gao et al. 2010). The user’s profile is usually represented

through weighted interests in one or several domains (e.g.,

culture, sports) (Gauch et al. 2007). The user’s interests can

also vary according to contextual information (e.g., time,

location) (Tchuente et al. 2010).However, the user profile does

not always contain all the interests that can be useful for a

mechanism of personalization or recommendation. These sit-

uations are quite common for new users in the system (their

profiles are empty) and for users who are not too active (their

profiles do not contain enough interests) (Massa and Avesani

2007). To solve these problems and enrich the user profile

when needed, other people’s behaviors are usually used to

derive interests that could be relevant for the profiled user.

The central issue is: how to choose people fromwhich the

user’s profile will be derived? The first way to answer this

question is to use ‘‘similar people’’ (collaborative filtering

techniques) (Massa and Avesani 2007; Esllimani et al.

2011). However, this technique cannot be applied to new

users because their profile is empty and thus there is no way

to find similar people. Moreover, this technique is very time

consuming because the user has to be compared to all other

people in the systems, implying the storage and use of huge

sparse matrices (Massa and Avesani 2007). To improve

collaborative filtering techniques, more and more authors

use the user’s social network (Kautz et al. 1997; Cabanac

2011; Carmel et al. 2009; Bonhard et al. 2006). This helps to

reduce the number of potential people who can be relevant to
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the user and can also solve the problem for users with empty

profiles (when the social network is known).

In this paper, we are interested in this latter solution.

Existing approaches based on this solution can be summa-

rized in two points (Kautz et al. 1997; Cabanac 2011;

Carmel et al. 2009; Bonhard et al. 2006; Bender et al. 2008):

(1) people used in the user’s social network are selected

individually, (2) each approach strongly depends on the

underlying mechanism that uses generated profiles (e.g.,

personalization, recommendation) and on each application

domain (e.g., search engines, products recommendation).

Instead of considering that only some individually selected

people in the user’s social network are significant to

describe the user, we rather consider that the user will be

better described by communities of people around him, as

already demonstrated in social sciences (Goffman 1959).

Thus, we propose a community-based algorithm to derive

weighted user’s interests from a part of his social network

(egocentric network). This algorithm considers the seman-

tics of communities (interests related to a community) and

structural measures (centrality measures related to a com-

munity) of communities in the egocentric network graph.

Additionally, we choose an approach that consists in sep-

arating the user profile into two dimensions: the user

dimension and the social dimension. These dimensions are

independent and can be used by any mechanism or appli-

cation domain. A first experiment conducted in Facebook

demonstrates the usefulness of this two-dimensional rep-

resentation, the relevance of the proposed algorithm com-

pared to existing algorithms and the influence of structural

measures (related to communities) on the quality of the

derived profiles. A second experiment with more data on

DBLP and the author’s social network Mendeley confirms

results obtained on Facebook, and shows the influence of

the density of egocentric network on the quality of results.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in the next

section, we present related works. In the third section, we

present our methodology and the two-dimensional profile

representation. In Sect. 4, we present and describe the

proposed community-based algorithm and individual-based

ones. In Sect. 5, we present and comment on the results of

our first experiment in Facebook. Section 6 presents and

comments on our second experiment on DBLP and Men-

deley. Section 7 concludes and presents the perspectives of

our work.

2 Related works

Recently, some authors have proposed techniques based on

the user’s social network to improve mechanisms of per-

sonalization (Carmel et al. 2009; Bender et al. 2008) or

recommendation (Cabanac 2011; Bonhard et al. 2006). The

conclusion from all these works is clear: integrating the

user’s social network in these mechanisms has improved

their performances (compared to the case where only the

user behavior is used). Thus, to go a step forward and have

better results, it is most important to find the best way to

derive the user’s interests from his social network. That is

why we study related works, particularly at the level where

they compute interests from the user’s social network. For

this, we focus on two issues: which part of the social net-

work graph is relevant? How do we choose people who

will best describe the user from this part of the graph?

For the first issue, sociology studies (Sinha and Swear-

ingen 2001) as well as some automatic experiments

(Bhattacharyya et al. 2011) show that the user’s direct

relationships (direct neighbors) are more similar to the user

than other people in the social network.

For the second issue, studies (Cabanac 2011; Carmel

et al. 2009) usually use people individually selected in the

user’s social network to derive items that could be rele-

vant to the user. For instance, (Carmel et al. 2009) uses

the user’s social network to improve queries results of a

search engine. For each user (u) submitting a query (q),

the relevance of each document (d) is computed with

respect to: (1) a nonpersonalized score Snp(q,d), (2) a

personalized score that takes into account the user profile

Sp(u,d) and (3) a personalized score that takes into

account the user’s social network Sp[N(u),d], where

N(u) is the list of all people directly connected to the user

u in the social network. Similarly, (Cabanac 2011) pro-

poses a social recommender system (in bibliometry) that

uses a graph of co-author and a graph of venue (in con-

ferences) to recommend relevant authors to a researcher.

Even in this work, people are selected individually on the

basis of their topical similarity, their proximity and their

connectivity in the co-author graph, and finally their

meeting opportunities (number of shared venues) in the

graph of venues. In a similar context, (Zeng et al. 2009)

and (Ren et al. 2010) propose a social information

retrieval system of scientific papers on DBLP. They

compute the interests of each author on DBLP (self-

retained interests) by using titles of the author’s publi-

cation. They also compute a second set of author’s

interests from his co-authors (co-authors interests) by

using titles of publication of each author’s co-author.

They build a DBLP search support engine (DBLP-SSE)

which can personalize a search query of an author based

on his self-retained interests or co-author’s interests. They

show that personalized results based on co-author’s

interests can really improve the personalized results based

on self-retained interests.

On the basis of these three examples and other works

(Kautz et al. 1997; Bonhard et al. 2006; Bender et al.

2008), we find that:



• Techniques used to exploit the user’s social network

strongly depends on each author’s objective (e.g.

application context, personalization, recommendation).

• These techniques rely usually only on individuals

selected in the user’s social network.

In this paper, we propose a technique to derive some

user’s interests from his social network that can be reused

in any application context and for any mechanism (e.g.,

personalization, recommendation). Even if techniques

based on individual people selected in the user’s social

network give satisfactory results, we propose an alternative

that can give better results by using communities in the

user’s social network.

3 Methodology and concepts

As stated in the last section, we are interested in techniques

for deriving user’s interests from his social network inde-

pendently of the mechanism that can use them. Because

existing works (Sinha and Swearingen 2001; Bhattacharyya

et al. 2011) show that people directly connected to the user

in the social network are most similar to the user, we con-

sider only these people in this paper. As we are interested in

communities around the user, for each user (u) we consider

the non-oriented graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of

people directly connected to the user (user u is not in V) and

E is the set of relationships between people in V. This graph

V for a user (u) is the egocentric network of this user as

already studied in sociology (Masrden 2002). With respect

to this graph, the user u is called ego. We are interested in

this graph because if a community detection algorithm is

executed on this graph, extracted communities will repre-

sent groups of people with particular affinities with the user

(e.g., family, sports club) (Cazabet et al. 2010). Figure 1

shows a sample egocentric network; tags (e.g., sport club) in

this figure have been added manually by the user.

For each domain (e.g., sports, culture), we consider a

user profile as composed of a vector of weighted user’s

interests. We also modelize each user profile as being

composed of two dimensions\P(u), S(u)[:

• the user dimension P(u) which contains the user’s

interests in one or more domains and which is

computed by using only the user behavior;

• the social dimension S(u) = P(G) which contains the

user’s interests in one or more domains and which is

computed by using the behavior of people in the user’s

egocentric network (G). This social dimension can be

computed either by using people selected individually

in G (Cabanac 2011; Carmel et al. 2009; Bonhard et al.

2006; Bender et al. 2008) or rather by using commu-

nities in G (as we proposed in this paper).

Our goal is to evaluate individuals versus communities

techniques for computing the social dimension S(u), so that

this dimension will best describe the user dimension P(u).

To evaluate this approach for each domain D (e.g., sports,

culture), we will compute the cosine similarity between the

vector PD(u) and the vector SD(u). The technique that will

always return the highest value of cosine will be considered

as the best technique. Besides the cosine similarity, other

measures such as precision and recall can be used to ana-

lyze the extent to which the computed social dimension of

the user profile can predict the user dimension.

This methodology is independent of any application

context or mechanism (e.g., personalization, recommenda-

tion). Given the user dimension and the social dimension of

a user profile, each mechanism (such as (Carmel et al. 2009)

described in related works) can evaluate one or many ways

to use these two dimensions to improve their results. For

instance, if the user’s dimension is empty, only the social

dimension can be used. If both dimensions are not empty,

they can be combined to improve mechanisms (Carmel

et al. 2009). Here, we are interested in finding the best way

to derive the social dimension S(u) of the user profile.

4 Algorithms and semantic profile’s representation

Given a user u, our aim is to evaluate techniques (or

algorithms) for deriving a social dimension S(u) that will

best describe the user dimension P(u) of the user’s profile.

We first present the proposed community-based algorithm

(called CoBSP: community-based social profile). Then we

present an individual-based algorithm (called IBSP1:

individual-based social profile 1) that is similar to existing

techniques (Cabanac 2011; Carmel et al. 2009). We finally

present a trivial individual-based algorithm (noted IBSP2:

individual-based social profile 2). At the end of this sec-

tion, we present the semantic profile representation that

will be useful in evaluations.

Fig. 1 Example of an egocentric network after executing a commu-

nity detection algorithm (Cazabet et al. 2010; Ren et al. 2010)



4.1 Community-based algorithm (CoBSP)

This algorithm is based on the assumption that the user is

better described by communities around him (egocentric

network) than by individuals in this network. Sociology

study such as (Goffman 1959) has already demonstrated

this assumption. It can also be natural to think that if a

community in the user egocentric network is characterized

by an interest (e.g., sports club in Fig. 1), by affinity this

denotes that the user (ego) is certainly related to sports

items that characterize this community. In contrast, it is

more likely to find an individual strongly interested in

‘‘sports’’ in the user egocentric network, but for which no

interests in sports are related to the user’s interests in

‘‘sports’’. Thus, we hypothesize that the affinity of the user

(ego) with strongly connected users (a community) in his

egocentric network is more important than the affinity of

this user with a single user in his egocentric network.

Given a user u, with an egocentric network G, the

weight W(i, S(u)) of each interest i in the social dimension

S(u) of the user’s profile is computed by the algorithm in

Fig. 2.

This algorithm performs in three major steps: (I) com-

munity detection in the egocentric network, (II) profiling of

each community found in the first step and (III) deriving

the social dimension of the user’s profile by combining

communities’ profiles computed in the second step.

(I) The first instruction and first step of the algorithm

(line a) consists in finding overlapping communities in the

user’s egocentric network G. Many algorithms in social

network analysis are interested in detecting communities in

social networks by using edges between individuals (Caz-

abet et al. 2010). Some of them can detect overlapping

communities (a node can be a member of several detected

communities). As communities usually overlap in real

egocentric networks (Cazabet et al. 2010), an overlapping

algorithm must be used here. The quality of detected

communities is usually measured by their modularity (this

is based on the proportions of edges internal to commu-

nities and the proportion of edges linked to communities)

or by their social cohesion (Friggeri et al. 2011). In our

case, we used the iLCD algorithm (Cazabet et al. 2010,

2012b) which performs very well with overlap and better

than many other algorithms particularly for egocentric

networks (Cazabet et al. 2012a). Additionally, the iLCD

algorithm is a dynamical one; this means that once com-

munities are detected, when the user adds a new member in

his egocentric network, this member is automatically

classified into existing communities or new communities.

This avoids the overload of re-computing communities

when any change appears in the structure on the user’s

egocentric network. After this first step, the parameter

C contains all communities detected by this algorithm.

(II) The second step of the algorithm (line b to h) con-

sists in computing the profile of each community found in

the first step. The profile of a community is computed by

analyzing the behavior of all members of this community.

The set I(c) contains all the community’s interests. The

weight of an interest i in a community c (called W(i, c))

depends on two scores (structural score and semantic score)

by a parameter a (formula 1, Fig. 2).

• The structural score of a community c in the ego

network G is a centrality measure (e.g., degree,

proximity) of this community in graph G (line c). It

is important to consider this score because all commu-

nities in the user’s egocentric network do not probably

have the same relevance for the user. A parameter such

as the size of the community or the position of the

community with respect to other nodes of the graph is

important when studying the behavior of communities

in social network analysis (Everett and Borgatti 1999).

Everett and Borgatti (1999) propose extensions of usual

individual-based centrality measures to groups and

classes based centrality measures in social networks.

For instance, the degree centrality of a community c in

a graph G(V, E) is defined as in formula (3): that is, the

number of people not in c who are connected to at least

one member of c (|N(c)|) divided by the number of

people not in c (|V|–|c|). The lower this measure, the

more isolated is the community c in the network. The

impact of this kind of structural measure has to be

evaluated in the social dimension of the user’s profile

by the parameter a comprised in [0, 1].
Fig. 2 Community-based algorithm (CoBSP) to derive interests in

the social dimension S(u) of the user’s profile



Centrality degree c; Gð Þ ¼ N cð Þj j = Vj j ÿ jcjð Þ ð3Þ

• The semantic score of an interest i in a community

c depends on the weight of this interest for all members

of this community. For instance, if interests are

computed by analyzing textual information related to

users, the weight of an interest can be measured as tf or

tf-idf scores (Salton and Waldstein 1978). For a

community c, the semantic score of an interest i will

be the average of weight of this interest for all members

of this community.

(III) The third and final step consists in computing the

weight of each interest i in the social dimension S(u) of the

user’s profile (called W(i, S(u)) in formula 2, Fig. 2). From

formula 1, an interest i may have a weight in different

communities in the user’s egocentric network. Due to the

assumption explained at the beginning of this section, each

weight of the interest i in a community c represents the level

of affinity of this community with the user (ego) for this

interest. The question now is how to combine these weights

to obtain a single weight for the interest i in the social

dimension of the user’s profile. This combination should take

into account the fact that if only one community has a high

weight for an interest i, the combination for all communities

should return a high weight for this interest. This choice is

logical because the more specific a community is concerning

any interest, themore this interest can be the affinity between

the user and this community. In Fig. 1 for instance, to derive

the sports interests of the user (ego), it is logical to focusmore

on the sports interests of the sports club community in the

user’s egocentric network. To combine the weight of inter-

ests in communities, we use a variant of the function

CombMNZ (Fox and Shaw 1994). This function is usually

used in information retrieval to solve a problem similar to

ours. It is used to merge many search engines by combining

scores they each give to a document. When the combined

search engine is set to return a high score for a document

when at least one search engine has returned a high score for

this document, a variant of the CombMNZ function can be

used (Hubert et al. 2007). We use this variant in our case by

making these two analogies: (a) documents are seen as users’

interests, (b) search engines are seen as communities of the

user’s egocentric network. Thus, we compute the combined

weight of the interest in the social dimension of the user

profile, W(i, S(u)), as the linear combination in formula (2).

In this formula, Wi(Cj) is the weight of the interest i in the

community Cj as in formula (1). To compute W(i, S(u)),

communities are ordered increasingly [W(i, Cj-1)\W(i,

Cj)] according to their weights for this interest. Thus, in the

linear combination, if n communities (nb_communities)

have been detected in the first step (line a), the weight of this

interest in the community which has the lowest weight is not

privileged and is multiplied by 1, the second lower weight is

multiplied by 2,…, the second higherweight ismultiplied by

n-1 and the highest weight is privileged andmultiplied by n.

4.2 Individual-based algorithm 1 (IBSP1)

Individual-based algorithms (Cabanac 2011; Carmel et al.

2009) use individual people (rather than communities)

selected in the user’s social network. Individual people are

usually selected according to the strength of their tie with

the user (if this strength is known, of course) (Carmel et al.

2009) or to their centrality values (Cabanac 2011). It is not

always easy to define or compute the effective strength of

ties in a social network. That is why we choose to use

centrality values as the relevance of each individual in the

user egocentric network. However, the algorithm can be

easily extended to take into account the strength of ties if

they are known. Thus, algorithm I1 can be defined as a

particular case of the community-based algorithm by con-

sidering that each individual (ind) in the user’s egocentric

network G(V, E), represents a community (Fig. 3). So, the

first step of computing communities in algorithm C is not

needed here. The structural score is a centrality value of

individuals in the egocentric network (e.g., centrality degree

of users). The semantic score of an interest i for an indi-

vidual v, W (i, v), will be the weight of the interest i in the

user dimension of the profile of the individual v. The scores

combination is made in the same way as in algorithm C.

4.3 Individual-based algorithm (IBSP2)

The second individual-based algorithm considered here is

the most trivial one. If V is the set of individuals directly

connected to the user and I(V) the set of interests of all

users in V, the weight of an interest i in the social

dimension S(u) is simply computed by summing the

semantic score of this interest for each individual in

V (Fig. 4). No structural score is considered here.

Fig. 3 Individual-based algorithm (IBSP1) for deriving interests in

the social dimension S(u) of the user’s profile



4.4 Profile’s representation

A user profile is usually represented as a vector of weighted

user’s interests per domain (e.g., sports, culture) (Gauch

et al. 2007). We adopt this representation for both the user

dimension and the social dimension of a user profile. We

represent the user and social dimension in the same manner

to make them similar, so that they are comparable. In our

specific context, we choose to organize the domains of a

user profile as taxonomy (XML document) such as the one

in Fig. 5, for two major reasons:

• Firstly, we choose to represent each user profile with

three attributes, because each of them can characterize

very particular communities in the user’s egocentric

network: (1) static attributes (e.g., gender, name) that

never change over time. Static attributes can help to

detect ‘‘static communities’’ such as family; (2)

acquired attributes (e.g., work history, attended

schools) that the user acquired at some point and

remain unchanged from this point. Acquired attributes

can help to detect ‘‘acquired communities’’ such as

colleagues; (3) evolutionary attributes (e.g., sports,

culture) which are users’ interests that vary over time

based on the user’s behavior. Evolutionary attributes

can help to detect ‘‘communities of interests’’ such as

sports club (Fig. 1).

• Secondly, because we want to build generic profiles

that can be used for any mechanism (e.g., personaliza-

tion, recommendation), it is important to build profiles

with many granularity levels. For instance, a mecha-

nism can be interested in having the general user’s

interests about ‘‘sports’’ at a given time and a specific

user’s interests about ‘‘football’’ at another. Thus, we

represent each attribute of the user profile with the

taxonomy of domains (e.g., Fig. 5). The user and the

social dimension of each user profile are represented

with the same taxonomy. The structure of the taxonomy

must exist and be defined by domain specialists before

building profiles. When building the user profile,

interests are computed on the leaves of the taxonomy.

Then they are automatically reported on the top of the

taxonomy over the parents of elements as in Fig. 6. In

this figure, interests in tennis and football domains

(which are leaves of the taxonomy) are computed as

presented by algorithms in this section. Interests in the

sports domain are automatically computed by summing

the weight of each interest in all the children of this

domain. If a same interest is found in many children of

a node, the weight of this interest in the parent node

will be the average of children’s weights for this

interest. This process is repeated for all the parents until

the root of the taxonomy is reached.

In the next two sections, we present two experiments (in

Facebook and DBLP) conducted to search for the optimal

algorithm (among those presented in the last sections) for

deriving the social dimension of a user profile, represented

as a taxonomy like the one shown in this section.

5 Experiment on Facebook

We have made a first experiment in Facebook by studying

the egocentric networks of 15 very active Facebook users.

In this section, we will present the dataset used, our process
Fig. 4 Individual-based algorithm (IBSP2) for deriving interests in

the social dimension S(u) of the user’s profile

Fig. 5 Example of taxonomy

structure used to represent a

user or social dimension of a

user profile



for building profiles in Facebook and the main results of

our experiment.

5.1 Dataset

To build the user and social dimension of each user profile,

we use users’ activities on Facebook (Tchuente et al. 2010,

2012). We use a third-party application (with Facebook

API) to access data about users from Facebook. For this,

the user must agree to install a third-party application on

his Facebook profile. Depending on the data we can use for

the evaluation (Table 1), when a user installs a third party

in his Facebook profile, the third-party application accesses

two categories of data in the user‘s profile and in his

friends’ profiles: data accessed automatically and data

accessed with the user’s explicit authorization (Table 1).

As seen in Table 1, we can automatically access the user’s

egocentric network without his explicit authorization.

However, to access all types of attributes (static, acquired,

evolutionary) needed to compute the user and social

dimension of his profile (Fig. 3), it is mandatory to ask

explicit authorization of the user to access further infor-

mation (specially acquired and evolutionary attributes)

from his profile.

Thus, we develop a specific third-party application

(https://apps.facebook.com/egoaccess/) dedicated to vol-

unteers who can give us this special authorization. Because

the aim of our study is not to break users’ privacy, all data

are anonymized. The only exception to this rule will be for

some of our users who also accept to explicitly validate the

relevance of the user and social dimension of their profile

built by the process. All the attributes that we really use for

building profiles in our experiment are the ones in italics

Table 1.

• Static attributes We used only ‘‘gender’’ and ‘‘explicit

interests’’ provided by users when they registered in the

Facebook platform. We did not use attributes such as

name because of privacy reasons.

• Acquired attributes We used three attributes: the list of

occupations held by users, the list of schools attended

and the list of their hometown locations.

• Evolutionary attributes These attributes are extracted

from users’ activities such as status published, links

published, joining Facebook applications such as ‘‘fan

pages’’, ‘‘groups’’ or ‘‘events’’. We only use the

activities of users that consist in joining these three

Facebook applications for two reasons. Firstly, because

the action of joining a ‘‘fan page’’ for instance is more

relevant to deduce an interest for the user in the content

of this ‘‘fan page’’ than a user’s action that can consist

in publishing a status or a comment. Secondly, ‘‘fan

page’’, ‘‘groups’’ and ‘‘events’’ are already categorized

into domains in Facebook. This helps us to reuse an

existing taxonomy even if we have rearranged a lot of

redundant categories in this taxonomy.

A total of 64 users have been volunteers and have

installed our application with explicit authorization to

access all data needed in our experiment. However, only 15

users were considered sufficiently active (because they are

connected to at least 250 pages, groups or events), to build

consistent user dimension of their profile that can be later

compared with the social dimension built by each of the

three algorithms presented in Sect. 4. These 15 users have

an average of 235 friends in their egocentric network and

are connected to an average of 235 pages, groups or events.

Through these 15 users and their friends, we have access ed

and analyzed a total of 3,525 Facebook profiles (Table 2).

For evolutionary attributes, only domains where each

user (ego) has at least ten connections were used, because

we consider that only these domains will be relevant

(consistent) to have a realistic interest in the user’s

dimension of the user’s profile. For our 15 profiled users

(egos), these domains are sports, literature, education,

music, geography and medias. All these domains are

directly children of evolutionary attributes in the taxonomy

used here (Fig. 5). They also have subdomains, but we are

not interested in the entire taxonomy in this experiment.

We will only consider direct children of static, acquired

and evolutionary attributes (see Fig. 5).

5.2 Process of building profiles

The process for building profiles (user dimension or social

dimension) consists of four steps (Fig. 7).

Step 1 consists in extracting the category and title of all

groups, pages and events corresponding to the user (user

Fig. 6 Example of reporting

interests from children domains

to a parent domain in the

taxonomy



dimension) or each user’s friend or communities in the

user’s egocentric network (social dimension). Each item

(here we call item a group, a page or an event) category is

matched (projected) to an existing domain on the leaves of

the profile taxonomy as described in the previous section.

The corresponding leaf will be updated with interests

computed from the item title (steps 2 and 3).

Step 2 consists in detecting interests and computing their

weight. Interests are detected by mining texts that appear in

the title of each item. This approach is similar to building

authors’ interests in a bibliometric field by mining the titles

of all papers published by the author (Cabanac 2011). In

this experiment, a text of an item’s title is decomposed into

semantic units (distinct words) by text separators (e.g.,

comma, semicolon) (Tchuente et al. 2012). The extracted

semantic units pass through a text-mining engine that uses

dictionaries/thesaurus (to merge similar semantic units)

and filters (to remove empty words with a stop wordlist) to

retain only consistent semantic units (Tchuente et al. 2012).

These consistent semantic units are considered as interests.

The semantic score of each interest is computed by its tf or

tf–idf measure (Salton and Waldstein 1978). The structural

score (only for the social dimension) is derived from the

egocentric network. This can be a centrality measure such

as degree, proximity or betweenness (Everett and Borgatti

1999). For this first experiment, we use the degree

Table 1 Data accessed in a Facebook profile by a third-party application

Data accessed automatically Data accessed with explicit user’s authorization

User

Egocentric network Accessed Accessed

Static attributes e.g., name, gender e.g., interests explicitly given by the user

Acquired attribute Nothing e.g., work history, schools attended, hometown location

Evolutionary attributes Nothing e.g., status, links, notes, photos, videos, groups, pages, events

Friends

Egocentric network Nothing Nothing

Static attributes e.g., name, gender e.g., interests explicitly given by friends

Acquired attributes Nothing e.g., work history, schools attended, hometown location

Evolutionary attributes Nothing e.g., status, links, notes, photos, videos, groups, pages, events

Table 2 Some statistics on data used in the Facebook experiment

Number of egocentric

networks analyzed

Average number of people in an

egocentric network

Number of Facebook profiles

accessed in this experiment

Average number of connections to pages,

groups and events per user

15 235 3,525 285

Fig. 7 Process for building

profiles in Facebook



centrality which is computed as formula (3) for the com-

munity-based algorithm or as formula (4) for the individ-

ual-based algorithm.

Step 3 consists in computing the final weight of each

interest by merging structural and semantic scores as

shown by algorithms presented in Sect. 4. Of course, this

step is only used for the social dimension of the user

profile. When building the user dimension (by the user

connection to groups, pages and events), only the semantic

score (tf score here) is reported for use in the next step.

Step 4 consists in reporting interests weights from leaves

to the root of the taxonomy as described in Sect. 4 (Fig. 6).

5.3 Evaluation and use of built profiles

As stated in Sect. 4, the user and social dimension are

represented with the same predefined taxonomy. For each

algorithm, community based (algorithm CoBSP) and

individual based (algorithm IBSP1, algorithm IBSP2), a

social dimension of the user profile is built and represented.

Each social dimension is compared to the user dimension

for every domain in the taxonomy, with a top, intermediate

or low granularity level (Fig. 8).

Since each domain in the taxonomy is a vector of

weighted interests (Fig. 4), we compare the similarity

between the user and social dimension by computing the

cosine of the angle between these vectors. The higher this

cosine value, the smaller is the angle between these vec-

tors. Thus, the algorithm (algorithm CoBSP, IBSP1 and

IBSP2) that will build a social dimension that has the

highest cosine value with the user’s dimension will be the

best algorithm.

5.4 Results and comments

For the most active user studied in this experiment, Fig. 9a,

b represents tag clouds describing, respectively, the user

and social dimension (with community-based algorithm) in

the sports domain. We find that all major interests in the

user dimension (e.g., basketball, NBA, judo, France,

Limoges) are also present and relevant in the social

dimension. So, if we consider that the user dimension was

unknown, we see that the social dimension derived here

would be relevant to the user. The social dimension

(Fig. 9b) contains some interests that are not in the user

dimension (e.g., football, rugby); thus, these interests can

be used to enrich the user dimension (if the user dimension

is already known as in Fig. 9a).

The ego in this experiment confirms the relevance of all

these interests in both dimensions. Thus, if the user

dimension was unknown, for instance, the social dimension

computed here can be reported in the user dimension.

Figure 10 presents the comparisons of cosine values

between the user dimension and each of the three social

dimensions computed by algorithms CoBSP, IBSP1 and

IBSP2 (Sect. 4). The cosines values plotted are the average

of cosines values from all the 15 user’s egocentric network

studied in this experiment. These comparisons depend on

the parameter a (formula 1, Fig. 1) which allows us to

evaluate the relevance of the structural (centrality) mea-

sures when deriving the social dimension. Here, the

semantic measure used is the tf measure and the structural

(centrality) measure used is the degree centrality (e.g.,

formula 3). Whatever the type of attribute (static, acquired

or evolutionary), we observe the same tendencies. The

curve representing algorithm IBSP2 is linear because this

algorithm does not depend on the parameter a. The two

other algorithms (CoBSP and IBSP1) give better results

when a is low (between [0, 0.2]) and poor results for other

values (generally when [0.2) of this parameter. This

indicates that the structural measure is also relevant when

computing the social dimension; however, its participation

in computing weight of interests should be nearly a fifth (or

Fig. 8 Comparing user and social dimension of a user profile at many

granularity levels

Fig. 9 a Tag cloud representing the user’s profile. b Tag cloud

representing the social dimension (sport domain) of the user’s profile

with the community-based algorithm (Algorithm CoBSP)



less) of the semantic measure. Globally, the community-

based algorithm CoBSP (proposed in this paper) gives the

best social dimension when a is in [0, 0.1]. Additionally,

this algorithm is also the most accurate (a in [0, 0.1]), as we

can see for the relevance of the corresponding curve (blue)

for the top ten interests (a, b, c). For the top 20 and top 50

interests, this algorithm remains the best, however with less

relevance than for the top 10 interests. This implies that the

social dimension derived from the community-based

algorithm cannot sometimes contain most interests (case of

Fig. 10a, d, f, g) that are in the user dimension. But what is

really relevant is that this algorithm is the one that returns

the most important user’s interests (Top 10), because in a

personalized or recommender system these interests will be

relevant.

This first experiment shows the relevance of the pro-

posed algorithm; however, two aspects of this experiment

can be improved to have more significant results:

• The number of egocentrics networks studied: because

of the difficulty to automatically collect activities data

about a user and his friends in his egocentric network

on Facebook, the number of egocentrics networks

studied here is quite low (15). We think that an

experiment with more egocentrics networks can be

done to confirm the results obtained.

• The validation methodology: the user dimension and

the social dimension in this experiment have been built

from the same type of activities data about the user and

members of his egocentric network (evolutionary

attributes). Because the use of applications such as

groups, pages and events spread virally in an online

social network such as Facebook, when a user use this

kind of application, his friends are more likely to use

the same application because of the appearance of the

flow of activity of this application on their profile.

Thus, when building the user dimension and the social

dimension by users’ activities in the same platform, a

bias can be induced because data used to build these

dimensions can derive from a social influence phenom-

enon. This will not be a problem inside social platforms

because social influence is a normal phenomenon.

However, in our experiments, we want to show that the

social dimension of the user profile is representative of

the user dimension independently of an influence

phenomenon forced by tools available to users to

socialize online. Thus, to have more accurate results,

Fig. 10 Graphics comparing the cosine (Y axis) of users’ dimensions

with socials’ dimensions of the 15 egocentrics networks studied (blue

diamonds community-based algorithm CoBSP, green triangles indi-

vidual-based algorithm IBSP1, red squares individual-based algo-

rithm IBSP2) depending on the values of the parameter a (X axis). In

the profile taxonomy (Fig. 3), we compared the first three domains

defined for all profiles: static (a, d, g), acquired (b, e, h) and

evolutionary (c, f, i).To measure the relevance of the best interests

computed by each algorithm, we used in the cosine comparison only

either the best 10 interests computed (top 10: a, b, c)or the best 20

(top 20: d, e, f)or the best 50 (g, h, i)



we think that we can build the user dimension and the

social dimension from two distinct data sources and

compare the relevance of our proposed algorithm with

individual-based algorithm by these independently built

dimensions. Another option would be to ask users

themselves to validate their social dimension built from

each of the algorithms presented in this paper. How-

ever, this option would be time consuming and require

an important design time for a correct user interface for

testing.

To take into account the two previous aspects and have

more consistent and accurate results, we conducted a sec-

ond experiment from co-authors network in the DBLP

database.

6 Experiment on DBLP

In the DBLP bibliography, we use the co-author network

for this second experiment. An author’s egocentric network

is composed of his co-authors and the set of relationship

between these author’s co-authors. We were interested in

the DBLP bibliography because we can address the two

aspects mentioned as drawback of the Facebook

experiment:

• This database is publicly available; thus, we can

analyze a more important number of egocentrics

networks (Ley 2009).

• An author’s profile can be easily built by analyzing

keywords from the titles of his publications (Cabanac

2011; Zeng et al. 2009; Ren et al. 2010). We can thus

easily build substantial user dimension of an author’s

profile with a large number of publications (e.g., 200

publications). However, for testing our algorithms and

avoid the bias of using the same data (authors’

publications here) to build the user and the social

dimension, we choose to build the social dimension

with co-author’s publications and find another data

source where we can access realistic author’s interests

(user dimension) independently of author’s publications

in DBLP. This led us to use Mendeley,1 a scientific

authors’ online social network. From Mendeley, we can

extract interests that authors explicitly fill in their

profile. Thus, we integrate two distinct data sources to

build the user and the social dimension of an author’s

profile. These dimensions will then be compared to

evaluate the three algorithms explained in this paper.

For explaining this second experiment and results with

more details, the next sub-sections consist of presenting the

type of datasets used, presenting the process of building

and evaluating authors’ profiles in DBLP and Mendeley

and presenting and commenting on the results obtained.

6.1 Dataset from DBLP and Mendeley

DBLP data are publicly available by the XML API

described by Ley et al. (2009). Figure 11 shows three

samples of XML files returned when looking for the list of

co-authors of the author Dieudonné Tchuente (Fig. 11a),

the list of publications of this author (Fig. 11b) and the

details about a publication of this author (Fig. 11c).

We built an author’s egocentric network by looking for

relationships between co-authors of this author. The social

dimension of the author’s profile is built by mining key-

words of publication titles from his co-author’s publica-

tions (see next section for more details).

The user dimension of an author’s profile is built by

mining keywords in the list of interests he explicitly gives

in the Mendeley social network (see next section for more

details). Figure 12 shows a sample of an author profile with

his explicit interests (surrounded in the figure) in the

Mendeley social network.

Fig. 11 Sample of XML files returned by the DBLP XML API for

the author Dieudonné Tchuente. a List of co-authors; b list of

publications; c details of a publication1 http://www.mendeley.com



Now, the next question is how to integrate these two

data sources for our experiment: i.e., for one author, find

his egocentric in DBLP and his own profile in Mendeley. In

this case, the only same attribute that can help identify the

same author in DBLP and in Mendeley is the author’s

name. So, it is possible to use string matching features such

as those used in the semantic Web to match several data

sources on the Web. The Mendeley social network has an

API (similar to the Facebook API) that a developer can use

to automatically extract data on authors’ profiles. However,

Mendeley allows this data extraction only after each

author’s explicit authorization. Thus, it is practically

impossible to extract automatically the name and interests

of all author’s profiles of Mendeley. Because of this con-

straint, we have adopted manual data source integration by

identifying manually author names matching in DBLP and

Mendeley. We think that analyzing about 100 authors’

profiles can be sufficient to have consistent results in our

experiment (see next section).

6.2 Building and evaluating authors’ profiles

from DBLP and Mendeley

The methodology process for building profiles is similar to

the one used for Facebook (Fig. 13) except that there is no

taxonomy in this case. Research areas of each author are

much restricted compared to the diversity of user actions

on an online social network such as Facebook. Each

dimension of an author profile is thereby composed here

with a single weighted vector of author’s interest. Thus,

this process contains only the first three steps of the

Facebook process explained in Fig. 7, with the only dif-

ference that textual features used to extract interests came

from authors’ publication titles from DBLP (for the social

dimension) or from the author’s list of explicit interests

indicated in Mendeley (for the user dimension). Of course,

no structural score is used to build the user dimension; so,

step 3 is not necessary when building this dimension and

only the firsts two steps are necessary (arrows with dashes).

The social dimension built by each of the three algo-

rithms studied in this paper is validated by the validation

process described in Fig. 14. This validation process can be

described in four steps.

Step 1 consists in identifying relevant authors for our

experiment. An author is relevant to our experiment if he

has indicated as many as possible interests in Mendeley (so

that we build the most realistic user dimension profile) and

if he also has enough co-authors in DBLP (so that realistic

communities can be found in his egocentric network by the

community detection algorithm). In this experiment, we

selected only the authors who had indicated at least six

interests in Mendeley and who had at least 50 co-authors in

DBLP. We manually identified 105 authors who met these

two conditions. The average number of interests indicated

by these authors in Mendeley was 11 and they had an

average of 98 co-authors in DBLP. By analyzing the ego-

centrics networks of these authors, we reached a total of

10,008 authors in DBLP. Figure 15 represents the number

of authors for each number of co-authors. For instance, we

can see that only one author had 500 co-authors among the

105 authors studied in this experiment. This figure shows

that many of the studied authors have a low number of co-

authors (between 50 and 150 co-authors) and only a few

have a great number of co-authors (more than 150 co-

authors). Thus, this distribution follows a power law dis-

tribution as the same distribution for all authors in DBLP

(Zeng et al. 2009).

Step 2 consists of building the user dimension of the

author’s profile (process in Fig. 13).

Step 3 consists of building the social dimension of the

author’s profile from his egocentric network in DBLP

(process in Fig. 13) by each of the three algorithms pre-

sented in this paper.

Step 4 consists of evaluating how author’s interests built

by each algorithm for the social dimension predict the

realistic author’s interests in the user dimension. The

weight computed for interests in the user dimension of an

author’s profile is not necessarily significant in this

experiment. For instance, if an author is more interested in

social networks than in data mining, he can express in

Mendeley ‘‘social network, data mining’’ as the list of his

interests and, only by this list, these two interests will have

Fig. 12 Screenshot of an

author’s explicit interests

indicated in his profile on the

Mendeley social network



the same weight in his user profile computed here. Thus,

using only the cosine similarity to evaluate the effectiveness

of each social dimension is not necessarily sufficient in this

experiment. Another way to evaluate the relevance of each

social dimension would be to measure simply the percent-

age of computed interests in the social dimension which are

present or not in the user dimension. In this case, we use

precision (formula 5) and recall (formula 6) to do that.

If we denote:

N(Isu): number of interests in the social dimension which

are present in the user dimension (number of true

positive).

N(Is) : total number of interests in the social dimension.

N(Iu) : total number of interests in the user dimension.

Precision and recall are computed as:

Precision ¼ N Isuð Þ =N Isð Þ ð5Þ

Recall ¼ N Isuð Þ =N Iuð Þ ð6Þ

In this experiment, the number of interests in the user

dimension N(Iu) is a finite number (the average is 11 as

Fig. 13 Process for building profiles from DBLP to Mendeley

Fig. 14 Validation process in

DBLP and Mendeley

Fig. 15 Distribution of the number of authors for each co-author (for

the 105 DBLP and Mendeley authors studied in this experiment)



indicated above). However, we can have too many interests

computed in the social dimension by using relevant

semantic units derived from publications of all the

author’s co-authors. To compute precision and recall, we

only consider the N(Is) = top N(Iu) ? m first interests

obtained after building the social dimension (m = 5 in this

experiment). For instance, if the user dimension of an

author’s profile contains ten interests (N(Iu) = 10), we will

consider the social dimension as only the top 15

(N(Is) = 15) first interests computed in the social

dimension.

Unlike online social networks where many friends of a

user are usually also connected (homophily phenomena)

(Aiello et al. 2010), co-authors networks such as DBLP can

be relatively less connected. We measure the quantity of

relationships between co-authors of an author by the den-

sity of the author’s egocentric network (Degonetwork). If we

denote:

N(RCo): number of relationships between author’s co-

authors and

N(PRCo): total number of possible relationships between

the author’s co-authors,

the density of the author’s egocentric network is com-

puted as N(RCo) divided by N(PRCo). If an author has n co-

authors, the value of N(PRCo) is evaluated as n 9 (n-1)/2,

and thus the density of the author’s egocentric network is

evaluated as:

Degonetwork ¼ 2 � N RCoð Þ= n� nÿ 1ð Þ ð7Þ

The density of an author’s egocentric network can

have an impact in the relevance of results of the

community-based algorithm (CoBSP). In fact, if an

egocentric network is too sparse, we think that the

community detection algorithm will tend to discover too

many small communities (communities of 1, 2 or 3 users

for instance). Thus, the community-based algorithm in

this case will tend to give results more similar to

individual-based algorithms. In this experiment, we also

want to analyze the effect of the user egocentric network

density on the quality of results obtained by the

community-based algorithm. The density distribution of

the 105 authors studied in this experiment is presented in

Fig. 16 (each author is represented by a number between

1 and 105). The average density of these authors’

egocentric network is about 0.1 (10 %). This average is

also the median density because there is almost an equal

repartition of author’s egocentric network density above

and below 0.1.

In the next section on the results of this experiment, we

will also analyze the impact of author’s egocentric network

on the relevance of studied algorithms.

6.3 Results and comments

Figure 17 shows the comparative curves (precision, recall,

cosine) of the three algorithms presented in this paper for

all the 105 authors’ egocentric networks studied in this

experiment. All the curves have the same tendencies as

those observe in the Facebook experiment (Fig. 10).

Algorithms tend to build best social dimensions (which

best predict interests in the user dimension) for small val-

ues of the parameter alpha. However, we find that the

community-based algorithm (CoBSP) is not absolutely the

best algorithm even if it gives best results in terms of

precision for values of alpha in [0, 0.1]. The comparison

using the cosine similarity tends to give less important

results for the CoBSP algorithm with respect to precision

and recall. This can be explained by the fact that weights

computed for interests in the user dimension are not nec-

essarily relevant as indicated in the last sections. Thus, we

think that precision and recall give more accurate results

than the cosine similarity in this experiment.

As explained in the last section, we think that the

community-based algorithm should give better results for

authors with more dense egocentric network. For analyzing

the impact of author’s egocentric network density, Fig. 18

presents the same comparative curves but only for authors

with an egocentric network density C0.1 (10 %).

Unlike the comparison with all studied authors, we

clearly see that the community-based algorithm outper-

forms individual-based algorithms. This is particularly

important in terms of precision and recall. We still observe

best results when the alpha parameter is in [0, 0.1], and the

cosine similarity still gives less good results (certainly for

the reasons already mentioned above in this paper). This

result is consistent with our assumption that the more an

egocentric network is dense, the more the community-

based algorithm will give best results. To go further in the

confirmation of this assumption, we did a third comparison

by using only authors with an egocentric network density

C0.2 (20 %) (Fig. 19).

Fig. 16 Egonetwork density distribution of 105 studied authors (each

author is represented by a number between 1 and 105)



Fig. 17 Comparison (precision, recall and cosine) of the user dimension with the social dimensions built by algorithms CoBSP, IBSP1 and

IBSP2 for all the 105 studied authors

Fig. 18 Comparison (precision, recall and cosine) of the user dimension with the social dimensions built by algorithms CoBSP, IBSP1 and

IBSP2 for only authors with egocentric network density C0.1 (10 %), 51 authors



Once more, it is clear that the community-based algo-

rithm proposed in this paper gives better results when the

author’s egocentric network in denser. The gap between the

community-based algorithm curves (CoBSP) and individ-

ual-based algorithms (IBSP1, IBSP2) is much more

important.

Finally, this second experiment with more data in DBLP

and Mendeley allows us to deduce three conclusions:

• The community-based algorithm (CoBSP) gives in

general better results than individual-based algorithms.

• These results are more relevant when the user’s

egocentric network is more dense, particularly when

this density becomes greater than 0.1 (10 %).

• Structural scores (centrality degree of community in

this case) can help the improvement of results when the

parameter alpha is smaller than 0.1.

7 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we have presented a community-based

algorithm for deriving a social dimension of a user profile

that can be relevant to enrich the user dimension. The

social dimension is computed by analyzing the user’s

egocentric network behavior. The user dimension is com-

puted by analyzing the user’s own behavior The built

profiles are generic, structured with high and low granu-

larity levels, so that they can be used for any mechanism

(e.g., personalization, recommendation).

A first experiment done by analyzing 15 egocentrics

networks in Facebook gives us many indicators that show

that the proposed community-based algorithm outperforms

individual ones. This experiment also shows that using

community centrality measure (degree centrality of com-

munities in this case) when building weights of interests in

the social dimension of the user profile can improve results.

These results also show that in platforms such as online

social networks, the user’s privacy can be really protected

only if the user can make not only his profile information,

but also his friends’ list private.

To confirm these results with a bigger dataset, we per-

formed a second experiment on DBLP which is a public

and open database. The process of this second experiment

was based on two distinct data sources: the Mendeley

social network was used to extract explicit authors’ inter-

ests (user dimension) and the DBLP database was used to

build the social dimension of authors’ profiles by using

publications of their co-authors. Because we can access

more data on this experiment, we also analyzed the rele-

vance of the proposed algorithm with respect to the density

of authors’ egocentric networks. The results obtained in

this experiment confirm the first results obtained from

Facebook. Furthermore, analysis according to densities of

Fig. 19 Comparison (precision, recall and cosine) of the user dimension with the social dimensions built by algorithms CoBSP, IBSP1 and

IBSP2 for only authors with egocentric network density C0.1 (20 %), 22 authors



author’s egocentrics networks shows that the more an

egocentric network is dense, the more the community-

based algorithm gives best results.

There are many perspectives for this work. The most

important are the evaluation of the proposed algorithm on

other data sources such as Twitter data and the evaluation

of the impact of other communities centrality scores (e.g.,

proximity, betweenness). Finally, since the derivate social

dimension of the user profile by the community-based

algorithm is more relevant, it will be interesting to integrate

the user and social dimension of the user profile in per-

sonalized and recommender systems.
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